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The keyboard music of eighteenth century women composers is not widely known. Their music is exciting and challenging,
but often lies neglected in forgotten attics and remote storage areas of libraries. Often, specific biographical information is
unknown, though certain generalizations can be made about their lives. Often coming from musical families and having
started their musical training at an early age, they generally became virtuosic performers and composers while still young;
their enthusiasm and determination is understandable, especially since most were expected to give up composition and
performance after marriage. These women were all active keyboardists as well as vocalists, interacting with prominent
musicians and composers in public concerts and private salons.
Maria Hester Park (1760-1813) was an English composer and teacher. Not much information is available about her early life,
but she appeared in harpsichord and piano concerts before she married Thomas Park. She was active in composition from
about 1795 to 1811.

Sonata in E-flat Major is the second sonata of her Op. 4. The first sonata, Sonata in F Major, is in two movements, Allegro and
Tempo di Minuetto (published by HMP in HMP1801). The title page of Op. 4 reads: "Two Sonatas for the Pianoforte
or harpsichord dedicated to Her Grace T he Duchess of Devonshire by Maria Hester Park, Op. IV Enter'd at Stationers
Hall. Pr: 6s., London, Printed for the Author, No. 4 Margaret Street, Westminster, and to be Sold by Longman & Broderip
No. 26 Cheapside & No. 13 Hay Market, Music Sellers & musical Instrument makers to His Royal Highness, the Prince of Wales.
Likewise may be had all the works of Haydn, Kozoluch, Pleyal, Clementi, etc.
Her extant works include:
Sonatas for harpsichord/piano with violin accompaniment, Op. 1; Three sonatas for harpsichord/piano, Op. 2; A Set
of Glees with the Dirge in Cymbeline, Op. 3; Two sonatas for piano/harpsichord, Op. 4; Concerto for piano or
harpsichord with strings, Op. 6; Sonata for piano, Op. 7; Two Sonatas for piano with violin accompaniment; Waltz
for piano; and Divertimento for piano with violin accompaniment, Op. 13. Op. 1 and 2 were published under her
maiden name of Maria Hester Reynolds.

Sonata in E-flat Major, Op. 4, is in three movements, each of which has many characteristics in common: many melodic ideas,
dynamic indications, primary chords in inversions, a variety of rhythms, bravura areas of thirty-second notes, single measure
or short phrase repetitions, and primarily a two-voice texture with several sections in parallel thirds.
The first movement, Allegretto, is a repeated binary form. The first section has two short themes in the tonic and dominant,
respectively, followed by several different motivic areas. The second section begins with a short bravura development
section in thirty-second notes. It finishes with the various motivic areas of the first section, in the same order, but now in the
tonic key. Andante e Cantabile is a through-composed, aria-like movement with graceful ornamentation. The last movement,
Rondo, is in the typical form of ABACA. The folk-like melody of the first section A, derives its rhythmic energy from the
constant sixteenth-note motion. The B section has rhythms of two against three, and an octave tremolo in the left hand.
The return of A is then an exact repeat. The key of C Minor, driving sextuplets, characterize the C section which is then
concluded by an exact repetition of A.
This sonata is a fascinating addition in the study of women keyboard composers of the eighteenth century such as Elisabetta de
Gambarini, Elizabeth Turner, Elizabeth Hardin, Jane Freer, Elizabeth Weichsell Billington, Anna Bon, Jane Savage, Maria
Teresa Agnesi, Cecilia Barthélemon, Hélène Montgeroult, Marie Bigot, and Madame de Villeblanche (available from HMP).
Many of these women were child keyboard prodigies, singers, and highly acclaimed during their lifetimes. Unfortunately,
these women were forgotten and overlooked in the succeeding years by music historians. Each woman composer that is
recovered and her music published and made available for the first time since the eighteenth century provides another link
in the history of women composers.
Editor's Note: This performing edition is an Urtext in which few ornaments, phrasing, articulation, or dynamics have been
added to the score that were not originally provided by the composer. Each performer may determine these details following
the composer's indications. However, the editor has unified ornaments, phrasing, articulation, and dynamics within passages
or in restatements except where the composer clearly wanted variety with each recurrence. Likewise, obvious harmonic uniformity was provided by the editor (for example, where chromatic alterations were not carried out consistently
in the original edition within passages or chords). Unnecessary accidentals were omitted, and the notation was
altered occasionally to conform to modern standards.
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